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BGU Conversion Program

Now you can integrate the latest modular technology into your strapping system. The BGU Conversion program, featuring our MH modular strapping heads, is an economical upgrade that will simplify operation, reduce maintenance and increase throughput while lowering your strap waste.

Available for MCD-BGU’s already in the field, the MH heads can be easily integrated into previously installed BGU systems in as little as two to three days.

Conversion Includes:

MH Modular Strapping Heads

The MH modular strapping heads require fewer adjustments and have less moving and wearing parts, resulting in lower maintenance costs, increased productivity and a lower total cost of ownership.

Easier to maintain

- 50% fewer wear parts than conventional strapping heads
- No belts, pulleys or adjustments
- Easy access to strap path
- No special handling equipment or lifting device is needed for maintenance

Less downtime

- Three minute head change-out
- Faster strap feed and take-up rates

Higher retained tension

- Equalized strap tension throughout the cycling process

Simplified controls

The MH-BGU Conversion includes an updated electrical package that features built-in diagnostics to simplify troubleshooting and minimize downtime. Other features include PLC or VFD access from outside the panel and a service on/off key switch.

Electrical control package with Allen-Bradley components and a 6" HMI

Complete carriage assembly with mounting brackets and hardware